Abstract: In this study, the liquid-solid circulating fluidised bed and its performance at various operating conditions were critically reviewed. Hydrodynamic includes pressure drop across the bed, phase hold up distribution, flow regime, flow structure of each phase and solid circulation rate. Detailed analysis of the axial and radial solid distributions, average solid holdup, solid circulation rate, critical transitional velocity for solid at different densities and fluids at various viscosities was discussed. The effect of increasing the liquid viscosity during the heat and mass transfer phenomena in LSCFB has to be studied extensively as the industrial processing fluids are highly viscous. L. Muruganandam, a chemical engineer working in the area of shock wave applications in Bio and Chemical engineering process. Specialized in membrane development, design and fabrication of Circulating Fluidized bed for environmental treatment like bio-sorption, physical separation of heavy metals, oil impurities from produced water. The research on biodegradation of perchlorate leads to isolation of several species had 9 GEN Publications.
Introduction
Solid particles are often of great interest in the chemical process industry, mineral processing, pharmaceutical production, and energy-related processes. Some configurations are available for carrying out such reactions and contacting operations, including fixed bed, packed beds, fluidized beds, and dilute phase transport systems. Among these techniques, the circulating fluidized bed-CFB has come to prominence in the past two decades in terms of significant applications. A typical required configuration is a tall vessel, a means of introducing particles (often solids) usually near the bottom, a sufficient upwards flow of fluid to cause substantial entrainment of particles from the top of the vessel, and a means of capturing a majority of these particles and returning them continuously to the bottom. The term circulating signifies that the particle separation and return systems are integral and essential components of the overall reactor configuration. In the fluidized bed denotes, the fact that the particles are supported by the fluid, the CFB can be operated in the co-current upward flow mode or fast fluidization mode where there is no distinct or recognizable upper bed surface depending on the gas velocity and solid circulation rate. Although fluidization can be achieved by utilizing either a gas or a liquid as the fluidizing medium, gas beds in the past have received greater attention from the scientific community, because of its industrial applications. The gas fluidized beds are vastly more numerous than those of liquid beds, recently new processes are being studied involving the utilization of liquid fluidized units in the field of hydro-metallurgy, food technology, biochemical processing, and water treatment. In liquid beds, homogeneous behaviour facilitates the understanding of the basics of fluidization whereas the phenomena in gas beds are dominated in a chaotic manner by the presence of bubbles. LSCFB is a specific type of contacting device having potential applications in the field of food processing, biochemical processing, environmental engineering, petrochemical and metallurgical processing. compared with conventional fluidized beds, circulating fluidized beds had many advantages including better interfacial contacting and reduced back mixing. Some studies evaluated the fluidization of the liquidsolid systems under a high liquid velocity, excepting uniform flow structure since the particle entrainment becomes significant when the liquid fluidizing velocity is higher than the particle terminal velocity. New particles are feed to the bed at the bottom or the entrained particles are separated from the top, recirculated them back to the bottom of the bed, forming a liquid-solid circulating fluidized bed. Significant contribution in this field has been done [1] by proposing a relation between the operating liquid velocity and the particle void fraction. In the liquidsolid circulating fluidized bed, a useful regime, which is between the conventional liquid fluidization and the dilute phase liquid transport regime, has been identified by researchers. It has also been reported that there exists a critical transition velocity, which demarcates the conventional liquid-solid fluidization regime and the liquid-solid circulating fluidized regime. When the liquid velocity is beyond the critical transition velocity, it would be necessary to separate them back to the base of the riser column. LSCFB page 116 of 129 consists of riser, downcomer, liquid-solid separator and returns pipe and other auxiliary components. The riser is a fast column operating in a circulating regime and the down comer is a slow column operated either in a fixed or fluidized bed regime. The critical review [2] on Liquid-solid circulating fluidized bed and Gas-solid circulating fluidized bed had focused the attention of researchers and industrial practitioners for the promising multiphase contactors. Hydrodynamics in a fluidized bed includes pressure drop across the bed, phase hold up distribution, flow regime, flow structure of each phase and solid circulation rate etc. The hydrodynamics depends upon the phase velocities, their orientation, particle characterization, fluid properties and geometry of the fluidized bed. This review study is based on the characteristics studies including, axial and radial solid distributions, average solid holdup, solid circulation rate, critical transitional velocity, flow regimes and characteristics, viscosity effects, and the overall applications of LSCFB.
Application of LSCFB
Liquid-solid circulating reactor forms the heart of emerging alkylation processes for the production of motor fuel additives and also for the manufacture of linear alkylbenzene (LAB). Conventionally, the manufacture of LAB and other alkylated olefins and aromatics have been effected through the use of strong liquid acids, such as hydrofluoric acid and sulfuric acid. In LSCFB the hydrocarbon reactants are in the liquid phase which is at high pressure and temperature and it flows concurrently upward with the solid catalyst inside the riser. On reaction, the solids get deactivated and the deactivated solid catalyst is sent to the downcomer continuously where they are regenerated by washing with liquid stream [3] . Continuous recovery of protein from whey solutions containing a downcomer for protein adsorption and a riser for protein desorption, with ion exchange particles circulating continuously between the riser and downcomer was reported [4] . The downcomer could be divided into three zones according to the solid hold up dense phase, dilute phase, and the freeboard. For protein adsorption, the dense phase is the most crucial zone and for preventing the loss of ion exchange particles freeboard zone can be used. Continuous adsorption, desorption, and regeneration of the ion exchange particles were studied based on influence of the operating conditions. Overall recovery of protein was 78.4% by a routine method and increased up to 90% under other conditions with low protein concentrations in the effluent [5] . Separation of the caesium from radioactive liquid waste was studied [6] , where the riser is operated in the circulating regime and the downcomer as slowmoving packed bed ion exchange system for the removal and recovery of 137Cs. It was reported that the relative velocity between the liquid feed flow and the ion exchanger has an influence on the liquid phase mass transfer coefficient to remove the 137Cs from the radioactive liquid waste. Carbonaceous and biological nutrient removal (BNR) from the municipal wastewater by LSCFB is gaining importance. Simultaneous elimination of organic carbon and nitrogen using a circulating fluidized bed biological reactor (CFBBR) has been developed [7, 8] . The system has two fluidized beds, running as anoxic and aerobic processes to accomplish simultaneous nitrification and denitrification with continuous circulation of liquids through the anoxic and aerobic bed. The combination of circulating fluidization and conventional fluidization provides higher liquid-solid contact, mass transfer efficiency, and higher throughput than the conventional fluidization. CFBBR appears to be not only an excellent alternative to conventional activated sludge type BNR technologies but also capable of processing much higher loadings that are suitable for industrial applications. An alternative approach with potential benefits in the LSCFB system is for the simultaneous reaction and regeneration of the biocatalyst particles without mixing and independent in the two inter-connected FBRs. The LSCFB system offers a great advantage over the conventional packed and fluidized bed reactors for the enzyme-catalyzed reactions. Phenols are found to be highly toxic and carcinogenic in nature present in wastewater. Enzyme-catalyzed reactions provide a number of advantageous over the other techniques like ozone treatment, activated adsorption and chemical oxidation [9, 10] . The experimental result showed that an enzymatic reaction and regeneration of the biocatalyst could be carried out simultaneously and independently in the LSCFB. The biocatalyst particles were soybean peroxidase (SBP) enzyme extracted from soybean seed hulls and entrapped within a mixture of a sol-gel and calcium alginate. Phenol conversion to the extent of 54% was achieved within a very short time period in the 4m high riser of the liquid-solid. This study opens the possibilities for many bioprocesses to substantiate the deactivation of the biocatalyst in the regeneration section. Dual particle liquid-solid circulating fluidized bed (DP-LSCFB) bioreactor for the simultaneous production and extraction of lactic acid using immobilized Lactobacillus bulgaricus and ion exchange resins in a riser of 5.15m and a down comer of 4.75m [11] . Kinetic studies showed that the desorption of the lactic acid is faster than its adsorption. This allowed the use of riser for lactic acid recovery and the down comer for fermentative 3. Hydrodynamics studies-solid holdup and solid circulation rate LSCFB usually consist of a riser column with the diameter to height ratio as 1:30 a liquid-solid separator and down comer. The schematic diagram is shown in Fig 1. The riser had pressure tapings at regular intervals connected to a multi-limb or digital manometer to measure the pressure drop in each section of the riser. The base of the riser has two distributors one for primary liquid flow and the other for auxiliary liquid flow into the riser. To get better distribution the primary liquid distributor should occupy 15 to 25 % of the total bed area. The auxiliary distribution has a porous plate which occupies 7 to 10 % of the flow cross-sectional area and has a provision to insert the primary distributor tubes. The liquid and the solid flow rates were controlled independently by adjusting the main and auxiliary liquid flow rates. The auxiliary liquid stream controls the number of particles recirculating from the storage vessel in the riser. Additional liquid from the auxiliary distributor added to riser bottom causes more particles to enter into the riser and each flow rate was measured by a separate rotameter. Particles from the riser bottom were carried to the top of the riser by the total liquid flow, sum of primary and auxiliary liquid flow. Entrained particles were separated by a liquid-solid separator at the riser top and returned to the storage vessel after being passed through the solid flow rate measuring device. The Liquid leaves the liquid solid separator at the liquid outlet placed at the separator to the reservoir. In the solid circulation measuring section, the column was graduated along the length of the ball valve. During the operation when the ball valve was closed, it enabled the solid collected in the calibrated tube for a known height and the corresponding time was noted. The solid feeding pipe was connected to the riser well above the auxiliary liquid distributor at a particular angle and the other end was coupled to the bottom of the conical section of the storage vessel. Two long vertical tubes connected together to form a closed loop; fluid and particles, introduced at the top, are circulated in a clockwise direction by means of a propeller situated near the top of the down-flow tube, a drain valve at the bottom enables the contents to bed discharged. Using this simple construction they developed a one-dimensional momentum balance for estimating the solid circulation rate. Experiments in a liquid solid transport bed, 1.21 m height, 20 cm width and a thickness of 1.2 cm were done to study the mechanism of particle cluster and disintegration [13] . The nylon spheres of 2.5 mm diameter were fluidized in water with the varying amount of glycerine. The liquid superficial velocity was operated in the range of 2-8 times the particle terminal velocity. The authors concluded that the particle cluster continuously forms and disintegrate in the liquid solid transport bed. Particles organize and gather in a vertical direction when a cluster forms with the doublets being most common. The degree of clustering is found to increase as the solid holdup increases. No information was mentioned about the lifespan of clusters as the duration is very small. 
(2) This regime map gives four different regimes for liquid solid systems. The bed is initially fixed bed when U1* is low on increasing the velocity beyond the minimum fluidization velocity it transforms to fluidization regime by further increasing the velocity it enters into circulating fluidization regime and then enter into transport regime with a further increase in U1*. The observed radial nonuniform flow structure in the circulating fluidization regime was different from the conventional fluidization regime and the transport regime. The results showed that the cross-sectional average bed voidage at different bed level was found to be same indicating uniform flow structure along the axial direction and the radial uniformity of the liquid velocity increases with the increase in superficial liquid velocity and with the increase in particle circulation rate. The calculated bed voidage, slip velocity, and relative drag coefficient from the experiment was compared with the empirical correlations based on homogeneous fluidization. The core-annular flow model based on the earlier studies of flow characteristics [16] describes the radial nonuniform flow structure in an LSCFB. The model stated higher liquid velocity, higher particle velocity, and higher bed voidage in the core region and low values in the annular region. A radial uniformity indexed [17] , has been proposed to characterize the radial flow structure; this uniformity index has the value less than 1 signifying more non-uniform radial structure. The similarities and differences between L-S and G-S were also discussed. The macroscopic flow structure of the LSCFB over a range of liquid velocities and circulating mass fluxes was reported by [18] to be 49 mm diameter and 4 m high circulating fluidized bed with glass particles of diameter 93-182µm. From systematic measurements of the static pressure, it is found that the axial distribution of the solid holdup is always uniform throughout the riser. The existing flow model obtained in batch liquid solid fluidized beds becomes inapplicable to describe the relationship between the liquid solid slip velocity and the bed voidage. The image analysis of the luminous intensity of the photographs taken through the riser for different operating states were analysed using the fractal and power spectral density distribution. The results indicated that the formation of the large scale aggregates takes place at a velocity higher than the particle terminal velocity which leads to a slight decrease of complexity in the microscopic spatial distribution of bed voidage. The effect of the particle properties on the flow characteristics were studied [19] in a 7.6 cm ID and 3 m high LSCFB, for different solid particles of the same size. They proposed that the liquid-solid circulating fluidization regime can be separated into two zones. The initial circulating fluidization zone in which solid circulation rate increases quickly with increasing liquid flow rate, and the fully developed circulating fluidization zone where solids circulation rate increases insignificantly with increasing liquid flow rate. In the initial circulating fluidization zone, the axial profiles for the lighter particles are uniform throughout the riser but heavy particles present nonuniformity in the initial zone of the circulating fluidization regime. The stable operation range of the circulating fluidization system and the effect of solid inventory and the particle density were investigated. The pressure balance in the whole circulation loop, incorporating liquid and solid material balance on the total solids inventory to evaluate the effect of operating conditions on the steady state hydrodynamics was reported [20] . The pressure balance analysis shows that there exists a maximum solid circulation rate for a given auxiliary liquid velocity, beyond which a stable operation of the LSCFB system is not possible. At low auxiliary liquid flow rate, the system can always be operated under steady state since the solid circulation rate cannot be high enough to break the pressure balance built between the riser and storage vessel. When the auxiliary flow rate is high, the maximum solid circulation can be reached with increasing total liquid velocity. The model simulation shows that the stable operation range is strongly influenced by the total solid inventory and the unit geometry. A dimensionless empirical equation has been derived to correlate the solid holdup in a liquid-solid circulation fluidization system with the superficial liquid velocity and the solid circulation rate based on the experimental results [19] .
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(5) Significant contribution to hydrodynamics in LSCFB is mainly due to works carried by [21] , [22] [23], [24] , [25] , [26] and gas-liquid-solid circulating fluidized bed by [27] , [28] , [29] had sprouted the attention of researchers and industrial practitioners towards this areas. The radial nonuniformity index (RNI) to quantify the non-uniformity in radial variations of flow parameters in fluidized beds and other multiphase flow systems was proposed [30] . Using RNI radial distribution of local solid concentrations and solid velocities from GSCFB and LSCFB were examined. The results showed that the gas-solid riser has significantly more flow segregation in the radial direction with higher RNI values than the liquid solid riser. The radial flow structure using a fibre optical probe in an LSCFB riser was obtained at four different heights [24] for glass beads and plastic beads. In the radial direction of the riser, non-uniformity exists in the solid holdup distribution, with high solid holdup near the wall. The non-uniformity increases with the increase of solid flow rate and decrease of the liquid velocity. This observation was similar to the results reported in [16] . The authors reported under the same cross-sectional average solid holdup, the radial profiles of solid holdup are the same for each type of particle system under different operating conditions, but the lighter particles show flatter radial profile than the relatively heavier particles. To further quantify the radial nonuniformity, the concept of RNI was explained in [30] . The experimental results by [31] depict the radial distribution of liquid velocity using a dual conductivity probe predicted the similar result of earlier works on radial flow. The result also showed that RNI value seems to be much higher in the liquid solid circulating fluidized bed regime compared with the conventional fluidization and transport regime indicating nonuniformities in the LSCFB regime.
The transport velocity and average solid holdup in a 76.2 mm diameter and 3 m high LSCFB by using various solids was studied [32] . The critical transport velocity for circulating fluidization was found to be the function of solid properties and independent of auxiliary liquid velocity. They reported uniform axial solid holdup and also observed that the average solid holdup increases with an increase in solid circulation rate, decreases with the increase in liquid velocity and particle diameter. A correlation was developed [33] to estimate the average solid holdup and transport velocity in terms of dimensionless particle diameter, solid circulation rate and superficial liquid velocity as 
By the study on the effect of the dynamic leak and the three methods of operation of LSCFB, [34] [35] [36] studied reported new methods for experimental average solids holdup at different primary and auxiliary liquid velocities. The primary liquid velocity is set to a fixed value and auxiliary liquid is admitted at a low velocity, and, after a steady state is attained, the auxiliary liquid velocity is increased in small intervals. In the alternate method of the operation, the auxiliary liquid velocity is fixed to a known value and the primary liquid is introduced into the column at a low velocity starting from zero. After attainment of steady state, the primary liquid velocity is increased in small steps. Method three of the operation, primary liquid is introduced into the riser and increased in small steps until the solids are about to entrain from the top of the column. At this point, the auxiliary liquid is introduced into the column at a fixed velocity and after steady state is attained. The experimental instabilities such as arch formation, liquid-solid separator blockage and return pipe blockage were observed over a particular value of main and auxiliary liquid velocities by method-1 and method-2 of operation. This unstable behaviour was not observed by the method-3 of operation. The authors also verified that the macroscopic flow properties (flow regimes, the onset of average solids holdup, and axial solids holdup and solids circulation rate in the riser) are different by different methods of operation. Sang and Zhu [37] investigated experimentally in a 0.076 m ID and 5.4 m height to study the effects of particle properties (density and size) on solids holdup (εs) in the riser of a Liquid-Solid Circulating page 120 of 129
Fluidized Bed based on three parameters: the superficial liquid velocity (Ul), the normalized superficial liquid velocity (Ul/Ut) and the excess superficial liquid velocity (Ul-Ut). The results showed that the excess superficial liquid velocity (Ul-Ut) among those three parameters is a more appropriate parameter to evaluate the effects of the particle properties on the solids holdup (εs), facilitating general and direct comparisons for different types of particles. A discussion on the force balance of the particles revealed that the excess superficial liquid velocity (Ul-Ut) is approximately equivalent to the average particle velocity when the solids holdup (εs) is less than 0.1. The effect of axial solid holdup for different viscous solutions at four different locations along the length of the riser for glass bead-glycerol system at 1.36 cP [38] . It is observed that there exist a similar flow structure in the axial distribution of solid hold up at the lower section (H=0.6 m), the middle section (0.9 m and 1.2 m), and the upper section (H=1.5 m) of the riser for the given primary velocity. It can also be observed that at every axial position solid hold up is found to increase with an increase in auxiliary velocity as the movement of solids in the return pipe increases with increase in auxiliary velocity for the given fluid with viscosity 1.36 cP. Further, it is observed that there is a considerable height of dense phase at the bottom of the test section for all operating conditions maintained in the test section. For heavy solid particles, the gravitational force is more predominant and particles have to accelerate initially so as to reach the fully developed regime since the contribution of drag is balanced by the gravitational component on the particles. The average solid holdup in the axial direction with liquids of different viscosities was reported in [39, 40] . Experiments were conducted using water and glycerol at different concentration having viscosities in the range 1 to1.36 cp. The results indicated that the solid holdup in the riser was axially uniform for viscous liquids and increases with an increase in auxiliary velocity. The average solid holdup decreases with increase in total velocity and increases with an increase in viscosity. The experimental detail on LSCFB studied by different authors is summarized in Table 1 . Determination of onset velocity for circulating fluidization regime by bed emptying method.
Intermittency index defined for radial solid holdup profile.
Radial solids flow structure [23] [25]
[24] Viscosity effects on solid circulation rate [40] page 123 of 129 [23] experimentally determined the critical transitional velocity which demarcates the liquid solid conventional and circulating fluidization regimes. The authors claimed that Ucr varies with the total solid inventory and the solid feeding system hence an onset velocity for circulating fluidization regime, Ucf, is proposed to give the lowest Ucr value which should be convenient and is independent of system geometry. Onset velocity was obtained by measuring the time required to empty all particles in a batch operated fluidized bed under different liquid velocities. This method can be used for a wide range of particles and involves less influence of the operating conditions like solid inventory and the solid feeding system. The onset velocity was more an intrinsic parameter and depends only on the liquid and solid particles. The authors related the onset velocity to the terminal velocity of the particles as (Ut) as Ucf = 1.1 Ut (9)
Critical transitional velocity Zheng and Zhu
Natarajan [41] [42] experimentally studied the effects of particle size; density and variation of liquid velocity on the flow characteristics, regime transition, and stable operating range of LSCFB. Based on their study the zone 1 varies from particle terminal velocity, Ut to 1.3Ut and zone 2 which varies from 1.3Ut to 2.1Ut. They verified that all particles in the in the operating range of LSCFB is not affected by auxiliary velocity but it is affected by particle size and density. The onset velocity is demarcating the conventional and circulating fluidization regimes of three phase's fluidized bed by bed emptying method [23] . Experiments were performed in a gas liquid solid circulating fluidized bed of 2.7 m in height using glass beads of 0.508 mm in diameter as solid phase and air and tap water as the fluidizing gas and liquid. The result showed that gas velocity is a strong factor on the onset liquid velocity. Higher gas velocity yields a lower onset liquid velocity and it has the same value as the particle terminal velocity in a gas-liquid mixture. The transition from conventional fluidization to circulating fluidization occurs at high liquid velocity [39] and it is more gradual for heavier particles. The velocity at which change in the initial zone to circulating zone took place is approximately at a total liquid velocity around 1.33 times the terminal velocity of the particle. On the basis of normalized liquid velocity, the critical transitional velocity for all the particle is approximated.
Advanced measurement techniques
Electrical conductivity, fibre optics probe was used for the measurement of radial distribution of bed voidage, solid holdup and liquid velocity from the fluctuations in conductivity time series, intensity of the reflected light [14] [17], [30] , [31] , [24] , [30] and [43] . The methods described above are intrusive which involve the introduction of one or more devices into the flow leads to a systematic error in the measurement and possibility of damage of the intrusive probes in the case of large and high-density particles [44] [45] . Hence they claim that non-invasive flow monitoring experimental techniques based on radioactive isotopes provide the accurate and better understanding of phase holdups and flow distribution in multi phase system. The authors investigated the liquid solid-fluid dynamics in a 0.15 m cold flow circulating fluidized bed riser. Gamma ray computed topography was used to measure the time-averaged cross-sectional solids volume fraction distributions at several elevations. The time-averaged mean and fluctuating solid velocity fields were quantified using the computer automated radioactive particle tracking technique. The solid holdup profile is found to be relatively uniform across the cross-section of the riser, with marginal segregation near the walls. The mean cross-sectional holdup increases with increasing solid flow rate at a fixed liquid flow rate and decreases with increasing liquid flow rate at fixed solids to liquid flow ratio. The time-averaged solids velocity profiles are found to have a negative component at the walls, indicating significant solids back mixing. Detailed characterization of the solids velocity fields in terms of RMS velocities, kinetic energies, residence time distributions, trajectory length distributions, dispersion coefficient was presented. Liquid residence time distribution was done by conductivity measurements to assess the overall liquid back mixing. The obtained data base was used for validation of the simulation of two fluid Euler Lagrange model. A three-dimensional simulation, using the same fundamental model, was performed for assessment of the transient flow behaviour. The fiber optic probe was [25] used to determine the time-averaged suspension densities in the riser of a LSCFB at different solid circulation rate and liquid velocities. Attempts were made to qualify the micro flow structure through the statistical analysis of the local bed voidage fluctuations obtained under the different operating conditions. The author proved that the intermittency index can be an effective measurement for the flow characterization as the effect of the variation of the local mean bed voidage is eliminated.
Cheng [46] investigated the hydrodynamics and scale-up of liquid-solid circulating fluidized beds using the similitude method and computational the fluid dynamics (CFD) technique. Dynamic similitude method is evaluated by studying its capability of scaling-up LSCFBs using page 124 of 129 CFD simulations, assuming spherical particles of the single diameters. Attention is focused on the capability of the similitude method in establishing similarity of hydrodynamics (1) in different size LSCFBs and (2) in the same size LSCFBs but with different particle systems. The hydrodynamic behaviour in these constructed LSCFBs are simulated by a validated CFD model. The results demonstrated that matching the full set of five dimensionless groups can ensure the hydrodynamics similarity in the fully developed region, except for the turbulent kinetic energy of the liquid phase. Reducing the number of dimensionless groups leads to less desirable matching. Similitude method provides a powerful approach to scaling flow systems but suffers from limitations on experimental validation in the practical application. The hydrodynamic features of a LSCFB was simulated [47] simulated using computational fluid dynamics through Eulerian-Eulerian approach to deal with the two phase flow aspects to deal with the solidfluid interaction. They proved that only a 3-dimensional calculation would be able to resolve the flow phenomena required to establish circulation such as the entrainment and carryover of the solids and the liquid solid separation at the top are non axis symmetric. Liquid phase residence time distribution (RTD) in conventional solid-liquid fluidized bed (SLFB) and solid-liquid circulating multistage fluidized bed (SLCMFB) was studied by Kalaga [48] . The riser column was made up of 50 mm i.d. and 2 m long glass pipe while the multistage down comer column (glass) consisted of seven stages of 100 mm i.d. and 100 mm long sections each having a perforated plate as a distributor (having 480 holes of 2 mm diameter). The mixing characteristics of the liquid phase have been investigated by using the pulse response technique. The CFD modelling and the dispersed plug flow model were successfully used to describe the liquid phase mixing. The experimental findings showed that the liquid phase axial dispersion coefficient increases with an increase in the liquid velocity, particle diameter and particle density for the multistage column. In contrast, for the riser column, the liquid phase axial dispersion coefficient was found to decrease with an increase in the particle diameter and the particle density. Empirical correlations have been proposed for the liquid phase axial dispersion coefficient in the riser and multistage column of the SLCMFB and also for the conventional SLFB. In all the cases, an excellent agreement has been observed between the experimental values of the dispersion coefficient and those predicted by CFD simulations. The models predicted showed good agreement with the experimental data [19] . Shin [49] investigated the effect of viscosity on the solid hold up and the heat transfer coefficient in the riser of liquid solid circulating fluidized beds whose diameter is 0.102m and 3.5 m in height. Glass beads (dp=1.0, 1.7, 2.1, 3.0mm) whose density 2500 kg/m3 and aqueous solutions of carboxymethyl cellulose of viscosity (µ = 0.96 to 38 cP) was used as the solid and liquid phases. The solid hold up decreases with increasing liquid velocity or viscosity, but it increases with increasing solid particle size or solid circulation rate. The heat transfer coefficient decreases with increasing liquid viscosity but it increases with increasing particle size or solid circulation rate. The heat transfer resistance in the riser of the LSCFB has been well analyzed by adapting the two resistances in a series model. The thickness of liquid thin film around the heater surface does not significantly change with increasing liquid velocity but decreases with increasing solid circulation rate, while gradually increasing with increasing liquid viscosity. The heattransfer resistance in the region adjacent to the heater surface has been dominant for the determination of the overall heat transfer coefficient in LSCFB bed [26] of 0.102m in diameter and 3.5m in height. Pressure fluctuations in the riser were measured and analyzed to examine the behaviour of fluidized particles. The pressure fluctuations were analysed by means of power spectral density function. The liquid radial dispersion coefficient decreases with increasing liquid velocity or viscosity, but it increases as the solid circulation rate or particle size increases. Vidyasagar [36] conducted experiments with different liquid viscosity 0.90, 1.17, 1.55, 3.22 cP with a solid particle glass bead of 1.36 mm and density 2468 kg/m3 in a fixed inventory mode to study the effect of viscosity and solid inventory on pressure gradients, the average solid hold up, axial solid hold up and solid circulation rate in circulating fluidizing regime with riser operated in a fixed inventory mode. The results showed that critical transitional velocity which depends on particle and fluid properties found to decrease with increase in viscosity and the axial and average solid hold up increases with an increase in auxiliary velocity or solid inventory. The axial solid distribution is not unique indicating that there is a significant interaction effort of solid inventory and liquid viscosity on axial solids holdup distribution. The authors developed correlations to estimate average solid holdup in terms of input operating variables such as liquid velocity (primary and auxiliary), fluid and particle characteristics, and solids inventory as shown below. [50] . The results indicated that the solid holdup in the riser was axially uniform for viscous liquids and increases with an increase in auxiliary velocity. The average solid holdup decreases with increase in total velocity and increases with an increase in viscosity.
Effect of viscosity on hydrodynamics
The results indicate that the solid holdup in the riser was axially uniform for viscous liquids, which increased with an increase in auxiliary velocity. The average solid holdup decreased with an increase in total velocity, and it increased with an increase in liquid viscosity as the critical transitional velocity decreased with an increase in viscosity. The solid circulation rate increases with an increase in auxiliary velocity and viscosity. An empirical correlation was proposed to estimate average solid holdup in terms of input operating variables, a dimensionless number which includes particle characteristics and flowing liquid viscosity. (12) Estimation of the solid holdup in LSCFB under different systems and operating conditions proposed by several authors are reported in Table 2 . 
Effect of density
The effect of the particle density on the solid circulation rate for the water system was studied by Natarajan [41] , observed the flow behavior is similar for all particles of different density and same size and observed the critical transitional velocity for lowdensity particles is lower and solid circulation rate is higher for low-density particles and the maximum liquid velocity decreases for low-density particles. The decrease in density decreases the solid holdup with an increase in liquid velocity more rapidly. These results are consistent with the previous observation [51] for water system using silica gel and resin. For the given fluid with viscosity 1.36 cP for resin and sand of 0.5 mm, there is a considerable height of dense phase at the bottom of the test section for all operating conditions maintained in the test section. In the case of low dense particle resin, no dense phase was observed at the bottom of the test section. For heavy solid particles, the gravitational force is more predominant and the particles have to accelerate initially so as to reach the fully developed regime, since the contribution of drag is balanced by the gravitational component on the particles. As the density ratio is greater than 1 (ρs -ρl)/ρl >1, there exists a accelerating or dense regime at the bottom of the test section [33] . The information on the variation of solid velocity with change in different density for viscous solutions is limited in the literature. [38] noted that flow behavior is similar in increasing trends for both the solids (resin and sand) and the solid circulation rate for lower density particle (resin) is more than the higher density (sand) due to critical transition velocity which is less for low density particle than the higher density particle as lighter particle has lower terminal velocity resulting in early circulation of solids and the maximum liquid velocity decreases for lower density particle. The maximum liquid velocity corresponding to maximum solid velocity is lower for low dense material and decreases with an increase in viscosity of the liquid. For the given auxiliary velocity solid input to the riser increases and the liquid velocity at which circulation starts is lower for lighter material and viscous system.
Conclusion
A brief review of the hydrodynamics studies in a liquid-solid circulating fluidized bed, its application and performance with regard to the effect of various operating parameters presented. Overall we observed that due to its homogeneous behaviour and independent solid handling in riser and downcomer the LSCFB would have wide industrial importance. A large number of publications has appeared on topics covering hydrodynamics and its modelling for different solid feeding system and for solids of different size and density using water as a fluid. But still limited work has been reported on hydrodynamics in a LSCFB using viscous fluids as well using a fluid of low viscosity. The effect of an increase in thw liquid viscosity in heat and mass transfer coefficient should be studied extensively in a LSCFB as the industrial processing fluids are highly viscous. 
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